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TRASHER CONTACT DETAILS
If you have anything for the Trasher, please email to kcc.
trasher@gmail.com, or post to KCC Trasher, 34 Elder Way,
Oxford OX4 7GB. All contributions greatly appreciated!

EDITOR’S NOTE
This is the first Trasher with me ‘in charge’ — please
excuse any missing bits of copy, dodgy photos or
unfathomable design. Thanks especially to Nikki
for handing over everything I needed to know so
thoroughly.
Guy

POOL SESSIONS
Unfotunately the pool sessions on 4th February and
4th March have had to be cancelled, due to lifeguard
training. The final pool session of the season is on 25th
February, 8pm Our Lady’s School.

BCU WHITEWATER SAFETY &
RESCUE COURSE
Pathfinders are organising a bespoke BCU Whitewater
Safety and Rescue Course in North Wales, primarily for
older pycc members coaches and helpers. There may
however be space for others who are interested. The
dates are May 15/16th. Cost is £120 excluding transport
and accommodation. It will probably be run by Tom
Parker. If you think you may be interested let me know.
Dave Surman 01865 373115

NEWS FROM PATHFINDERS YCC
By Joe Callard, your on the spot PYCC reporter.
It’s been a good few months for the Pathfinders with
Lenny, Jordan and Charlie entering the wavehopper
race at Newbury with Lenny coming second only to a
dedicated wavehopper racer. Go Lenny! There were also
local trips to Sutton Courtenay and Hurley where Lenny
got on the wave for the first time and threw back surfs,
front surfs and spins! Dave however wowed us all by
throwing a front loop to back surf which was obviously
on purpose... Chyavan set up bowling and a meal at the
bowlplex in Oxford where, I am delighted to say, Dave
said the food was “top notch” and we all enjoyed an
evening bowling. We’re now looking forward to The river
Dart in February and much more!

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
JOIN AGAIN FOR 2010
Deflation hits KCC!
The time has come once again for membership renewal
and those who were there at our AGM in November will
know that the Club has taken the (hopefully not reckless)
decision to reduce the fees this year by £5!
The individual membership fee for this year is £35 and
£70 for family membership (plus £2 if you’re not a BCU
member).
The Club also agreed a concession rate for membership
@ £20 for those who are unwaged, specifically “Students:
those in full time education” and the ‘Unemployed: those
who are unwaged and at the discretion of the committee’
(from KCC AGM Minutes 02/11/2010).
Amidst all this generosity, it was also agreed that the
boat hire fee for members be slashed to £5 a session. So
all in all, membership is better value than ever.
The revised membership form is now on the website
and in the coming days I will be endeavouring to send
members—either via email (my IT skills permitting) or via
post—a form completed with their previous details.
So to retain your place in the KCC fold (and access to
subsequent editions of this high quality publication)
[Neil’s words, not mine! - Ed.] please check the details on
the form when it shows up, update it as necessary, sign it
and post it to me with a cheque for the appropriate sum.
I will look forward to the deluge of forms arriving and to
paddling with you again this year.
Here’s to another great year of floating fun!
Neil Murton, KCC Membership Secretary
kcc.membership@googlemail.com

PYCC @ Hurley

KCC NEWS
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KCC & PYCC present the first of the Winter
Presentations…

CALIFORNIA 09
Team California members Simon Knox, Dave
Hodgkinson, Dave Surman

A presentation of the Easter trip, in the steps of
Bigfoot, to paddle the rivers of the Sierra Nevada and
Coastal Range of Northern California. We didn’t get
eaten by a bear (not even once!!)
Wednesday February 10th
Abbey Sailing Club, Wilsham Rd.
Admission £3. Bar. 8pm
We are also hoping to be able to show the 10
minute pictorial tribute to Chris Wheeler that was
compiled by Mark Rainsley and shown at the Gene
17 weekend.
Please note this is a new venue and more
comfortable and convenient than Steventon but
we do have to hire the room. We therefore need
a good turnout if we are to continue with these
presentations. All canoeists, friends and families are
welcome. Please spread the word and come along.
Dave Surman, 01865 373115 davidsurman@hotmail.
com

FIRST AID COURSE OPPORTUNITIES

and in particular water activities.

Pathfinders is running a One OR Two day BCU
recognized First Aid Course run by a recognized
and qualified trainer. Whilst Pathfinder members
will have preference if the course is oversubscribed
we expect to have places available for anyone that
needs to update or just wants to a First Aid Course
for the first time.

WHERE

We will at the sailing club and KCC
/PYCC site at Wilsham Rd.

WHEN

Sat March 6th One Day course

Some BCU qualifications require one day and some
two day First Aid.
PROVIDER

Lifeline First Aid Training

WHAT

8 hour First Aid (Outdoors)
16 hour First Aid (Outdoors)
You can do the ONE day OR TWO
day course
The certifificate exceeds the
requirements of the BCU.

Details available on lifelinefirstaidtraining.co.uk
The course will be run with an oudoor activity bias
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Sat/Sun March 6/7th Two Day Course.
HOW MUCH 1 day: £30. 2 day: £50. Bargain!
IMPORTANT BOOKING INFORMATION
Please note that all bookings MUST be paid in FULL by January 31st. If
monies have not been paid by that date and we do not have a suitable
number the course WILL be cancelled without further notice. This is
essential as Pathfinders cannot afford to commit to running the course
unless ALL monies are paid by that date.
There is a maximum number of 15 per day.
If you want to know any more details please phone Dave Surman on
01865 373115 or davidsurman@hotmail.com.
Please send full payment (cheques payable to ‘Pathfinders Youth Canoe
Club’) and your request for either 1-day or 2-day course to Dave Surman
at 117 Mill Street, Kidlington, Oxford, OX5 2EE.
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USA (California)
North Fork American
South Fork American
Trinity
Salmon
Lavezolla Creek
Downie River
Tuolomne
Yuba

Plym
Exe
Thames
Yare
Derwent
Nene
Ock
Cherwell
Kennet

CYMRU
Ogwen
Tryweryn
Wye
Usk
Gain
Mawdach
Conwy
Dee

ENGLAND
Dart
Washburn
Erme
Tees
Tavy
Tyne
Walkham
Thame

FRANCE
Durance
Ubaye
Guil

NORGE
Jori
Ulla
Ostri
Rauma
Sjoa
Unsetaa
Setninga
Trysilevia

ZAMBIA
Zambesi

NEW ZEALAND
Torrance

INDIA
Zanskar
Indus

NEPAL
Sun Kosi

2009

SLOVENIJA
Soca
Koritnica

SCOTLAND
Roy
Tummell
Kianchnish
Arkaig
Allt Camgharaidh
Etive
Coe
Spean

D
E
L
D
D
A
P
S
R
E
V
I
R
C
C
K
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ABEL TASMAN PARK

South Island
New Zealand

April / May 2009. Floating folk: Fred Wondre and Neil Murton
notable amongst other things for a
beautiful wooden sea kayak, built by
one of the B&B’s owners.
So it was that two days later than
planned, we finally left Nelson (and
the ‘lure’ of the Paradiso hostel and the
Anchor bar and gill) to paddle Abel
Tasman Park. We were picked up early
by the Ocean River kayaks bus, driven
by a nice lady with a very individual
dress sense (wet suit, fleece waistcoat,
shorts and straw hat – I hope Trinny
and Susannah never get hold of her).
Would-be paddlers were plucked
from various locations around Nelson
whilst the aforementioned soul gave
an in-depth commentary on the local
highlights.
Fred and I had two paddling
ambitions in visiting New Zealand’s
South Island last year: Abel Tasman
Park and Milford Sound. In the event,
our plans for the latter were thwarted
as the local kayak company at Milford
Sound refused to let us venture out
in single kayaks (BCU qualifications
clearly not impressing anyone there).
The chances of achieving paddling
harmony and fulfilment in a double
kayak seemed too remote to both of
us, so we eventually experienced the
stunning scenery of the Sound from
the platform of a powered vessel. Our
plans for Abel Tasman Park however,
although briefly delayed, did come to
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fruition and proved a very memorable
experience.
Having endured the ‘holding bay’ at
Los Angeles airport and the ‘bio police’
on arriving in New Zealand (seeking
any camping equipment and walking
boots to decontaminate/ confiscate)
we finally arrived in Nelson (located
near the top end of the South Island)
during a storm. For New Zealand, this
was Autumn and for Nelson the rain
couldn’t come too soon. The weather
was to delay our plans by a couple
days, but it did give us the chance to
visit Picton and the vineyards around
Malborough. Our nautically-themed
B&B at Picton proved to be a gem,

Most folk were just paddling for
the day, so on arrival at the Centre,
they got sorted out first and we were
briefed and kitted out by Tommo, an
agreeably laid back soul who liberally
punctuated his utterances with ‘all
Ri’dy’ and ‘sweet’
There followed a brief disturbing
moment when it looked like we were
going to be allocated a double kayak,
but eventually I was assigned a red
‘Penguin’ and Fred received a slightly
larger but equally red ‘Puffin’.
After a ‘test’ on the sea from a
beach infested with biting insects,
the day trippers were allowed to
disappear while we discussed options
with Tommo. We finally decided on
heading North on the water taxi to
Tonga Bay with the aim of visiting the
renown but uncomfortably-named
Shag Harbour. The plan was to stay at
nearby Bark Bay that evening and then
paddle South to stay at Anchorage Bay
on the second night before returning
to base. Tommo’s briefing contained
a couple of suggestions of features to
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visit and also an unintended challenge
– “we don’t paddle on the East side
of Adele Island as it gets too rough.”
Adele Island was visible from the
Centre as was another local feature –
a distinctive rock feature that Tommo
referred to as ‘Elvis’. In addition, just
around the first headland heading
North was an area of water enticingly
named ‘the Mad Mile’ that we would
have to negotiate on our third day in
order to return to base.
SHAG HARBOUR
The decision to take the water
taxi then seemed mildly unwise as
it didn’t leave until the afternoon.
However, having failed to find a local
café, we were finally towed off to the
jetty to commence the rather bouncy
trip to Tonga Bay, the helmsman

helpfully indicating en route where
we would be staying (neither of the
two huts being visible from the sea).
Unhelpfully, before dropping us off at
the North end of Tonga Bay, he then
advised us that Shag Harbour was
‘just around the next headland.’ This
pronouncement led to one half of the
team believing somewhat prematurely
that we had reached our destination
(and concluding that there was
nothing there and it failed to match
up to the hype). However, after rather
more perseverance we suddenly
TRASHER NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 09

over them and generally showing off
(for some reason, they were very keen
on floating upside down). The pups
were a very different bunch from the
adults that will collect behind kayaks
but keep their distance (you turn
around and find various pairs of eyes
focussed on you, until you try to take
a photo then it all suddenly becomes
rather lonely). This lot seemed excited
to have visitors and we were more than
thrilled with their company. All-in-all,
it was a rather special experience.

found ourselves in a very different
environment. The inlet we’d reached
hardly merited the term ‘harbour’ –
its depth would accommodated few
craft larger than our kayaks – but it
presented beautiful scenery, totally
sheltered from both ocean and wind,
with limestone features in abundance
and suddenly - seal pups!
Initially it was just one curious seal
pup swimming around us and then as
we ventured further into the harbour
there was a large group of them
playing around the boats, peering

We were reluctant to leave Shag
Harbour, but it was late afternoon and
the weather was looking ominous.
There was much photo taking of our
extrovert hosts before we headed
back out of the harbour back on to
the sea and the straight into a heavy
storm. In the event, the worst of
the storm passed quickly and there
followed another session of phototaking as spectacular rainbows started
to appear. We finally arrived at Bark
Bay to discover that access to the hut
involved a bit of a trek from the beach
over a mudflat. As it happened, the
local warden, Bronwyn, had been
lurking on the beach watching our
approach and on our arrival she kindly
offered to convey our kit across the
mudflat to the hut on her nifty little
caterpillar-tracked cart.
We paid a small price for our late
6

assume that there are occasions when
the river’s state actually matches its
name. We had an extremely pleasant
paddle, wandering up the river up to a
point where we could ‘park’ and then
join the Trail for a short hike up to the
waterfalls known as Cleopatra’s falls.
Apparently this place can get very
crowded in summer, but for us it was
virtually deserted and very scenic. In
smaller boats it would make for an
interesting, if brief, descent.

start that day as we arrived at Bark Bay
with very little daylight left. Cooking
a meal later in the light of a fading
head torch (I eventually managed
after a bit of a search to disinter the
spare batteries) proved a bit of a
challenge. The hut itself was about
half full, but fairly noisy. We found
spaces on a lower ‘bunk’ (i.e. shelf )
and slept surprisingly well despite the
later appearance of a group of very
wet backpackers.
THE (LESS THAN RAGING) TORRENT
The following morning we let the
other occupants sort themselves out
and wander off on the Abel Tasman
Trail before we considered moving.
Having had such a success with the
seal pups on the previous day, we set
off South in far better weather to check
out ‘Pinnacle island’ where Tommo
has indicated there was a large colony
of seals. In the event, as we headed
towards a suspiciously empty tall rocky
island, Fred pointed to a neighbouring
outcrop with the enquiry ‘aren’t they
seals?’ The silhouettes of the little
island certainly looked like a bunch
of seals and from that distance I even
thought I could see one moving. 15
minutes later we had to conclude
that they were just lumps of rock and
an illusion borne of wishful thinking.
Switching bearing to wander back to
our original destination, Fred found
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an interesting gap between two
halves of Pinnacle Island and one
that required a certain timing to get
through (i.e. you had to wait for the
right wave). I got a face full of water
as I was daft enough to follow him. In
the event, whilst concentrating during
this exploit, Fred missed the only seal
currently in residence on the island,
which watched him inquisitively as he
passed through the gap.
From Pinnacle Island, we moved into
Torrent Bay and eventually into Torrent
River, which was navigable only due
to the incoming tide. We had to

We floated back out of a (somewhat
deeper) Torrent River, and having
shared our thoughts with a local
backpacker as to the wisdom of him
following part of the Abel Tasman
Trail now covered by the tide, we
parked at a sand bar for lunch.
Our next objective was the nut at
Anchorage bay. Our visit to the area
was right at the end of the Season, so
our second night was cheaper than
the first (Bronwyn having moved
South to check the bookings). There
were more folk there than at Bark
Bay but we nonetheless managed to
find spaces to sleep and this time we
arrived early enough to sort out an
impressive three course meal before
it got dark.
ELVIS ROCKS!
The following morning was marked
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to Nelson, which would be the
springboard for exploring the rest
of the South Island during our
remaining time in NZ. We went on to
experience a number of great sights
and experiences during those travels
– including the Shotover river jet
boat and a stunning helicopter flight
around Mount Cook and the glaciers
– though nothing quite matched up
to those seal pups at Shag Harbour.

‘Elvis’

Neil Murton

by an outbreak of incompetence.
We grabbed breakfast and with
the weather looking promising, we
ventured off – rather too hastily as
it transpired. We headed out of the
bay and then South into the ‘mad
mile’, but in a moment of indolence
decided to branch off to a secluded
beach with the aim of having midmorning coffee. This decision proved
invaluable as it was immediately
apparent that there were a few items
missing, although we were still in easy
reach of our port of origin. Returning
somewhat shame-faced to Anchorage
Bay we really did stop for coffee this
time and chatted to Bronwyn, who
was soon to be posted to the North
Island. We departed the Bay for a
second time and headed back into
the Mad Mile (which was fairly ‘sane’
that day but rather more lumpy than
in the bays) and across to the East side
of Adele Island - i.e. the route that
Ocean River Kayaks say they never
take. It did prove a bit bumpy (and
therefore slightly more reminiscent
of British coastal paddling) but was
otherwise an ok passage. We found a
real gem of a cove half way along the
island which served as good picnic/
lunch venue, timing it very well, as we
vacated the beach just as the tide was
removing it. We passed the South end
of Adele Island which was festooned
in Cormorant colonies and wandered
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over to Fisherman’s Island and ‘Elvis’.
A photo of the rock will hopefully
feature along with this account, so
you can judge for yourselves the
appropriateness of the label. For me
it was definitely the older Elvis and on
very serious drugs.
BACK TO BASE
Having finally (it took a while) agreed
with Fred the point to which we should
be aiming we headed away from Elvis
back to get back to the Centre. On
our arrival back, the staff did seemed
vaguely impressed at our excursion to
the ‘wrong’ side of Adele Island.
That evening they took us back
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Now why would anyone in their right mind take a holiday
in August that involves driving for thirty hours, much of
it through boring North Europe to a country where it`s
cold and pouring in rain? Furthermore, imagine that prices
for food, drinks and accommodation mean that you have to
camp and cook in these conditions. You can`t even afford
to go to the pub to drown your sorrows. Dining out means
getting a hot dog and coffee from the petrol station and,
the final indignity, even the coins you spend have HOLES
through the middle of them! Why then do hordes of Brits
make the journey to Norway every summer?

Quite simply the whitewater is superb. Although Norway
has the reputation as a destination for the supergnarl, there
is also a good amount of water for those who may consider
themselves more paddleistically challenged. In other words,
there`s room for humans as well as super heroes.
I must admit to being a little unsure of what to expect. I had
paddled inmany destinations around the world but never
Norway. I had heard the horror stories , seen the monster
waterfalls and was eager to see whether it really was all or
nothing in Norway.

NORWAY FOR HUMANS
by Dave Surman
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Gnarly or Gnice, it’s all there!!
9

Three of us chose to fly into Oslo (Torp) which in true
Ryanair fashion is nowhere near Oslo, 160 Km to the south
to be precise and we were heading for the Hedmark region a
good six hour drive north from the airport. Still , in my book,
that`s preferable to a non stop thirty hour drive from the
U.K.
It has to be said that the weather had a distinctly Scottish
feel to it, cool and wet!!
The first morning was spent huddling in the communal area
of the campsite at Solenstua which was literally in the middle
of nowhere. We tried to get a window of opportunity in the
pouring rain to take the tent down. I think that although little
was said, some of us were beginning to wonder what we had
done!
We set off to do a run on the Trysilevia. At grade 3+ this
was set to be a 6Km warm up run. It was great our leader Mr.
Wicks even inspired us with confidence by “falling out” of his
boat on an easy section. Hmmm. As with all great sections
the best was saved til last with an interesting little drop at the
end which inspired much videoing.
Fired with enthusiasm we then went on to the Unsetaa
which after taking a little while to get going, proved to be a
great run at grade 3-4.
The following day there were signs of improvement in the
weather and we set off to do the Setninga. Described as “one
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of the most beautiful Norwegian class fours you will find”,
it lived up to it`s reputatation. The river runs in a beautiful
gorge and is always exciting, lively and challenging without
being desperate.
Desperate not to waste any time we drove onto the Sjoa
region afterwards, making use of the extra hours of daylight.
Camping in Norway can often involve huttes rather than
tents which are an economic and more civilized alternative
to canvas, given the climate. We stayed near Otta and used
the free refills at the Statoil Petrol Station as our morning
staging post. Who said that Brits were cheapskates?
Our first trip down the Sjoa “playrun” was an “interesting”
experience. Certainly I`ve never experienced a playrun like
that. It was absolutely HUUUUGGE!! I mean there are holes
and holes, but these were HOLES!!
Miss Vicky had an OBE (out of boat experience) and there
followed a long distance BCE (boat chasing experience).
Myself and Phil decided to retire about three quarters of the
way down and Doug had a feisty interface with a hole just
after the get out, which resulted in him and his boat parting
company on the start of the more difficult Amot section
which was definitely not where he wanted to be. Apart from
a pair of lost paddles and a long swim all ended happily ever
after.
Having been surprised by the Sjoa, the next day we went
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off to look at something different,
the waterfalls of the Store Ulla. This
involved a long climb up through some
fantastic scenery to the Highlands of
the Rondane National Park. You actually
feel as if you are on the roof of the world
here as you seem to be on a high plain
level with the snow capped peaks in
the distance.
The team staked out the huge
waterfalls with a view to running them
but decided that on the day the levels
were too high, it being absolutely
essential to be able to make the
breakout before the last and biggest
of the five falls. Even at a lower level I
had decided that the tea shoppe was a
more sensible alternative!!
About 4Km above these falls is the
start of the Ulla run. The beginning is
superb as you drop down from the roof
of the world as you drop over ledges,
portage a large waterfall and then into
a short gorge and more drops before
coming to the famous Ulla Slides. An
impressive series that provides a larger
and more intimidating version of the
Etive tributary the Allt a Chaoruinn.

we had goofed and got on to high
where itbwas too low. We bumped and
scraped down the first part of the run
until the road bridge at Rusti where it
all became worthwhile as it went into a
good gorge for a couple of Kilometers.

Not content with driving to the put
ins, Andy, Jethro and Martyn decided
on an epic walk in to do the “Asbo” river,
couldn`t quite get my tongue/head
around the Norwegian spelling of it.
This proved to be quite an undertaking
The following day the “drop pilots” both on and off the river.
went off to run the Upper Jori with a
The rest of us opted for a superb
series of spectacular drops whilst some

nifty hole dodging. I pulled a muscle
about three quarters of the way down
and at a convenient place decided to
retire where I thought I was close to the
road. How wrong I was, so after an epic
hike out which didn`t do a lot for my
injured leg and shoulder, I met up with
the others who drove up from the get
out to look for me. Fred had also had a
beating in the last and meatiest hole on
the river.
The week was taking it`s toll so myself
and Fred left the others to do the last run
of the trip on the Asengjuvet section of
the Sjoa. It was, by all accounts, big. Half
way down this section on the left is a
hole where you really do not want to
be, which I can understand plays on the
mind somewhat on this section.
Finally we all went back to the Store
Waterfalls and finding the river levels to
have dropped sufficiently, Andy , Martyn
and Jethro fulfilled their ambitions on
three of the falls.

of us did what nice people do and had
a day off.
We were beginning to split into two
teams depending on what was the
order of the day. One team went off
to run the Rauma whilst the rest of us
settled for the Lora giving grade 3-4.
For the first and only time it seemed
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continuous 3-4 run on the Lower Jori. A
classic run with non stop quality action
all the way.
When a run is only 2Km long but
the guide book allows you one to two
hours, it is perhaps an indicator that
it may be “interesting”. So it was with
the Ostri or Astre. Most of the run is in
a gorge and the action involves some

Most of the party then set off on
the 30 hours drive through northern
Europe. Myself , Phil and Doug grabbed
a bit of Norwegian Culture by visiting a
couple of Stave Churches, a few Viking
longships and splurging out big time
eating reindeer steak in a restaurant
before taking the flight home.
Team Norge: Andy Wicks, Martyn
Read, Jethro, Dave Hodgkinson, Simon
Knox, Dave Surman, Phil Baker, Doug
Johnson,Vicky Rolls, Lee Gill, Fred
Wondre, Martin Rolls.
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Chris Wheeler
On Saturday 21st November Chris
Wheeler was tragically drowned whilst
kayaking the Upper Dart.
For twenty seven years Chris has been
a very dear friend. Never in a million
years did I expect to be writing this and
whatever I say or write cannot possibly
do justice to the man Chris was.
I first met Chris at his parent`s home
in Kennington, soon after I had joined
Riverside around about 1980. I had
called in with his brother Tim. Chris,
being younger, did not start kayaking
until the following year. Even then
I remember his rise to competency
was meteoric, hand rolling within a
week. In the old long glass fibre boats
he quickly became one of the regular
band of youngsters that would be out
locally every weekend. I believe his first
trip kayaking abroad was as part of a
Riverside trip organised by Fred Wondre.
From this he quickly progressed,
showing his ability and dedication from
an early age. When many of us were
still confining ourselves to the standard
whitewater paddles, Chris was off with
Fred and Chris Sladden exploring every
bit of whitewater in Wales. It was on one
such New Year trip that Chris had his
unpleasant experience on Conway Falls
resulting in dislocated knees, a spell
in hospital and time in a wheelchair.
Many people might have been put off
by this accident but Chris learnt from it
and came back with a vengeance, even
getting back in a boat whilst still having
callipers on his legs. It was typical of
Chris that he admitted his mistakes,
learnt from them and moved on.
At this time Chris was working in
London, but his heart was always
paddling on some wild river. He took
some time out to go travelling with an
old friend Richard.
When he returned he had no job
and no car. I used to pick him up and
we would go to Kingfisher or the
Thames weirs. Always organised he
would tumble down the stairs with
a plastic box of paddling kit and a
check list to make sure he hadn`t
forgotten anything. He also expanded
his paddling from trips to Austria to his
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first expedition paddling
in India with Fred, Chris
Sladden and others on
what was, I believe, first
descents of the Sutlej and
other rivers.
We had lots of happy
times paddling and
socializing. I owe a lot
to Chris for giving me
the confidence to tackle
rivers I probably wouldn`t
have gone on otherwise.
We raised eyebrows one night B n B
ing in Ashburton where we shared the
Valentine`s Day Menu because it was the
best value! It was Chris that introduced
me to the southern paddling network
that would head for Dartmoor at the
slightest hint of a favourable forecast.
I made many more good friends and
many more paddling opportunities
were opened to me from this.
I remember the 2000 trip to Austria
(The Lonely Goatherd Tour) with
some classic moments at the Landeck
Stadtfest, the Sunday afternoon sessions
in the Red Lyon after a Hurley session in
which Chris had spent most of the time
installed in gate 3.
Then there were the times at the
Dart Centre when Chris would set off
early in the morning on a spate day to
do the triple Crown (Upper Dart, Erme
and Plym) having spent the previous
week studying the forecast in the finest
detail so he would catch each river at
it`s peak. I remember his comment
one day when he and Mark had been
off paddling every tree infested ditch
on Dartmoor to research the English
Whitewater Guide”I felt like I`d been
dragged through a hedge backwardsprobably because for most of the time
I had”
Over the recent years as Chris` standard
of paddling was leagues above mine, it
was inevitable that we spent less time
paddling together. But it was a measure
of the man that Chris was, that socially
we were still together. We would meet
up in the evenings at the Dart Centre. A
group of us would meet up regularly at
lunchtimes during the working week,

by Dave Surman

to talk and discuss things. Chris along
with Andy Mac helped me off the river
and called for help after I was injured
on the Mawdach and when, a few years
ago, I was going through a bad time, it
was Chris who phoned up, came over
after work and we went down the pub
just to talk. I`ve never forgotten that.
The day before the accident we had
met up for lunch and I`d told Chris that
his old S6 was still going strong having
been sold on from one Pathfinder to
another.. His reaction was that he was
really pleased that it had gone to a good
home, one of the youngsters. That was
typical of Chris, he wanted others to
share and enjoy what had given him so
much pleasure..
Chris was an exceptional paddler
who had a wise head on and who
would not do something if he thought
the risks too high. He was well loved
and respected even by those who had
only a brief acquaintance with him. The
400 or so at the funeral are testament
to this.
I really hadn`t intended this to be so
long, but somehow I didn`t know how
to shorten what I wanted to say. There
is a big hole in the lives of many many
people. Julia, Tim, Phil and his mother
have all lost a dear one. But so too have
all his friends and even the people who
only knew of him have been affected
deeply.
Chris would want us all to remember
him by carrying on doing what he loved
so much.
Chris, you have made such a difference
to so many people`s lives. It has been
an honour to know you.
Rest in peace.
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Okay so the rivers are dog low and it`s nut freezingly cold
out there!! So it`s time to go snowboat your favourite hill.

Snowboat
Access

There are no
snowboat access
officers you just
gotta go do it!! As a sport it`s
kinda in the wild west stage, no
regulations , no red tape no BCU/
UKCC/MWE with APL or whatever. Just hitch up yer boat n
slide off into the sunset!!
There are a few practical problems, like to slide down a hill
you usually have to get up one in the first place. In the UK
road gritting desert this could be problematic and getting
to your favourite snowboatadrome could not be quite as
straightforward as you think..
We decided to head off to nearby Blenheim Palace where,
just inside the gate, there is a perfectly contoured slope
specifically designed for snowboatin` by Capability Brown
in the late 1700s. The dude was ahead of his time I geuss!!
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You even get a panoramic view and a huge lake at the end
for the final boof!! Solidity of landing depends on whether
the lake has frozen or not.
Access is good, but you do have to pay £4 to walk in
and even more if you want to take a car in and you do
sometimes have to convince the guy on the gate that you
are not going onto the lake.

Technique

Yeah man!! You
may want to go
for flat spins. How
many can you get before the end?
Alternatively it could be a straight downhill or perhaps
going for big air on the jumps, I did feel the landing, so only
did it once. I can`t afford any more chiropractor bills.

Some first time snowboaters go for the feet out technique
but I find TCC (Total Coccoon Commitment) works better
and gives you better edging potential. Oh no this is
beginning to sound like a BCU Coaching document. Then
again are you a paddle or a hand snowboater?
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Choose the
boat for what you
want, huh? You
want it loose or
you want it fast? Freestyle
or downhill? Then theres always the development
opportunity of running a Wavehopper race on snow!! Now
that really is thinking outside the box (as long as you stay IN
the box - a very long thin one).

Equipment

SEE YA ON THE

Safety

Possible hazards, trees, uneven
ground, barbed wire,ice,
hedges,fences, mad dogs, mad
owners, mad landowners, park officials,
council officials, miserable people and Health and Safety
Officers on a day off. What could go wrong?

SNOWBOATADROME!!
Snowboat Hotline 01865 373115 24hrs per day 24/7.
We never close!!

Après
Snowboat

You gotta have Apres
as everybody knows.
The proximity of a tea
shoppe with toasted
tea cakes and the like
or a pub with abig log fire is an essential post
requisite. Assessors will be looking for evidence of this (No I
must stop this, Snowboating is still an AFZ Assessment Free
Zone)
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